Abstract. In this paper, we will prove a matrix weighted T 1 theorem regarding the boundedness of certain matrix kernelled CZOs on matrix weighted L p (W ) for matrix A p weights W . Using some of the ideas from the proof, we will also establish a natural matrix weighted John-Nirenberg result that extends to the matrix setting (in the case when one of the weights is the identity) a very recent characterization of both S. Bloom's BMO space and the two weight boundedness of commutators by I. Holmes, M. Lacey, and B. Wick.
Introduction
Weighted norm inequalities for Calderón-Zygmund operators (or CZOs for short) acting on ordinary L p (R d ) is a classical topic that goes back to the 1970's with the seminal works [2, 8] . On the other hand, it is well known that proving matrix weighted norm inequalities for CZOs is a very difficult task and thus such matrix weighted norm inequalities have only recently been investigated (see [22, 23] for specific details of these difficulties). In particular, if W : R d → M n (C) is positive definite a.e., then define L p (W ) to be the space of measurable f :
It was proved by F. Nazarov and S. Treil, M. Goldberg, and A. Volberg, respectively in [6, 16, 23] , that certain CZOs are bounded on L p (W ) when 1 < p < ∞ if W is a matrix A p weight, which means that sup I⊂R d I is a cube
where p ′ is the conjugate exponent of p (note that an operator T acting on scalar functions can be canonically extended to C n valued functions via the action T on its coordinate functions.)
It is known that CZOs with matrix valued kernels acting on C n valued functions appear very naturally in various branches of mathematics (and as a particular example see [14] for extensive applications of matrix kernelled CZOs to geometric function theory.) Despite this and despite the fact that the theory of matrix weights has numerous applications to Toeplitz operators, multivariate prediction theory, and even to the study of finitely generated shift invariant subspaces of unweighted L p (R d ) (see [16, 18, 23] ), virtually nothing (with the exception of the results in [12] , which will be discussed momentarily) has been published regarding matrix weighted norm inequalities for matrix kernelled CZOs or similar operators.
The purpose of this paper is therefore to investigate the boundedness of matrix kernelled CZOs on L p (W ) when W is a matrix A p weight. We will need to introduce some more notation before we state our main result. It is well known (see [6] for example) that for any matrix weight W, any 1 < p < ∞, and any cube I, there exists (not necessarily unique) positive definite matricies V I , V ′ I such that |I| has uniformly bounded matrix norm with respect to all cubes I ⊂ R d (notice that this condition is easily seen to be equivalent to (1.1), see [21] for example). Also note that we may choose V I = (m I W ) 2 when p = 2, where m I W is the average of W on I, so that the matrix A 2 condition takes on a particularly simple form that is very similar to the scalar A 2 condition.
The kind of matrix kernelled CZOs that we will investigate, roughly speaking, have matrix kernels K : R d × R d \∆ → M n (C) (where ∆ as usual is the diagonal in R d × R d ) that should be thought of as "getting along well with the the matrix weighted W ." More precisely, let S = span{1 J v : J is a cube , v ∈ C n } and assume that T defines a bilinear form on S, which as usual will be denoted by T f , g for f , g ∈ S. Further, if f , g ∈ S with disjoint support, then we assume that
K(x, y) f (y) g(x) dy dx and that a similar statement holds for T * (which is a bilinear form on S that is defined in the usual way) and (K(y, x)) * . Second, for each cube I ⊂ R d , assume that the following "standard kernel conditions" hold: 
where 1 J is the indicator function of the cube J and { e k } n k=1 is the standard orthonormal basis of C n . We will call such an operator a (W, p)-CZO. In particular, notice that our "weak boundedness property" implies that the usual weak boundedness property
for any u, v ∈ C n (and clearly a similar statement can be made regarding the standard unweighted "size condition" and "cancellation conditions" for K.)
Moreover, if 1 < p < ∞ and W is a matrix A p weight, then let BMO p W be the space from [12] of locally integrable functions B :
Let us make a few brief comments about BMO p W and the results in [12] . Note that while one can imagine various definitions of a matrix weighted BMO space that could replace the classical BMO space relative to the added noncommutativity, the space BMO p W (as was discussed in [12] ) is "the" correct one in the sense that [T, B] is bounded on L p (W ) when W is a matrix A p weight and T is any of the Riesz transforms R j for j = 1, . . . , d if and only if B ∈ BMO p W . Furthermore, for any dyadic grid in R and any interval I in this grid, let
where I ℓ and I r are the left and right halves of I, respectively. Now given any dyadic grid
. It is then easily seen that {h
where m I ( f ) is the vector average of f over I and B ε I is the constant matrix whose entries are the Haar coefficients with respect to h ε I . It was then proved in [12] 
Note that here we define T 1 (and similarly define T * 1) via its action on H 1 atoms as the matrix
where the matrix
and a I is an atom with vanishing mean on I and supported on I. Now if I and Q are any cubes with I ⊆ Q and as usual, Q * = 2 √ nQ and c I is the center of I, then by elementary arguments we have that
3) which by the (usual) cancellation condition on K exists.
Since T is not necessarily bounded on L 2 , we need to carefully define what we mean by T 1 ∈ BMO p W . To do this we first need to mention the Triebel-Lizorkin bounds from [16, 23] 
We then say that
where we use the obvious notation (T 1)
However, thanks to (1.4) and Proposition 1.5 (which will be stated later in the introduction), (1.5) says that
is well defined for every dyadic grid D and satisfies T 1 ∈ BMO 
Let us now make some comments regarding the (W, p)-CZO conditions. First, by the matrix A p condition we have the crucial symmetry that T is a (W, p)-CZO if and only if T * is a (W 1−p ′ , p ′ )-CZO. Second, note our kernel conditions are in fact very natural. In particular, consider the simplest matrix kernelled CZO on R, namely HM A where H is the Hilbert transform and M A f = A f for a constant matrix A ∈ M n (C), which obviously has matrix kernel (x − y) 
which clearly is true if and only if (x − y) −1 A satisfies the above kernel estimates with α = 1 (and a similar statement can be made regarding the weak boundedness property). Obviously since
where R j is the j th Riesz transform, similar statements can be made of the matrix kernelled CZOs T j = R j A.
Also, despite its restricted appearance, the definition of a (W, p)-CZO is indeed checkable. In particular, since
for any n × n matrix A, we have when W is a matrix A p weight that
and obviously we can estimate the other "standard kernel condition" similarly. Moreover, if T J is the matrix defined by (T J ) ij = T (1 J e j ), 1 J e i then (thanks to elementary linear algebra) we can rewrite the weak boundedness property as
< ∞ which as before says that the weak boundedness property is readily checkable. Furthermore, it is very easy to see that if T is a scalar kernelled CZO and A is a constant matrix, then the operator
Thus, we have the following immediate corollary to Theorem 1.1, which is clearly of interest itself. Corollary 1.2. Let W be a matrix A p weight, let T be a scalar kernelled CZO, and let A be a constant n × n matrix. If W and A satisfy the condition sup
We should comment, however, that it seems unclear whether our "weak boundedness property" is genuinely a weak boundedness property that is satisfied whenever T is bounded on L p (W ). It would therefore be quite interesting to know whether one can replace our "weak boundedness property" with a more local condition that is satisfied whenever T is bounded on L p (W ) Interestingly, the above considerations give a simple counterexample to Theorem 1.1 when T is not a (W, p)-CZO. Namely if A is the 2 × 2 matrix given by
Let us now comment on the organization of the paper. In the next section we will prove sufficiency in Theorem 1.1. The proof strategy will be to employ the by now standard technique of "surgery" from nonhomogenous analysis 1 in a way that allows us to modify and combine the arguments in [9] and [16] .
In the third section we will prove necessity in Theorem 1.1. Note that the presence of W W makes this a harder task than it normally would be in the unweighted setting. To mitigate this, we will need an admittedly strange looking kind of "matrix weighted John-Nirenberg" theorem (Lemma 3.1) which roughly says that a matrix function B will be in BMO p W if it satisfies a similar weighted BMO like condition with the weight replaced by the reducing operators V I . The rest of the proof of necessity will then follow from a modification of the classical techniques used to prove that T : L ∞ → BMO for any CZO T . In the last section, we will use some ideas from the proof of necessity to prove the following John-Nirenberg type result that complements the classical weighted John-Nirenberg theorem from [15] .
Conversely, if (1.8) holds then so does (1.7) for q = p.
1 Contrary to what is stated in the literature, it should be noted that that this technique was first used in [16] to prove matrix weighted inequalities for certain scalar CZOs
Note that Theorem 1.3 should in fact be thought of as a special case of a two weighted result that was proved by the author after this paper was written. In particular, suppose that we use the notation V J (W ) (and similar notation elsewhere) to indicate that we are taking the reducing operator with respect to the matrix weight W . Then it was proved in [11] (using in fact arguments from this paper) that the following quantities are equivalent for q > 1 with q − 1 small enough if W, U are matrix A p weights and B is a locally integral n × n matrix function:
Note that this result clearly implies Theorem 1.3 by setting U = Id n×n (and also implies Lemma 3.1 by setting U = W ) and further note that these equivalences are natural and vital when trying to characterize the two matrix weighted boundedness of paraproducts and commutators with Riesz transforms (see [11] ). Unfortunately it appears to be rather mysterious as to how to recover a genuine matrix weighted version of the classical weighted JohnNirenberg theorem from [15] for either vector or matrix functions. An exception to this is in the "matrix weighted/matrix function" p = 2 and U = W −1 setting. In particular, the equivalence between (a) and (b) reads (after using the matrix A 2 condition) that the quantity
is equivalent to the quantity
which (modulo the q > 1 ) recovers the classical weighted John-Nirenberg theorem from [15] .
On the other hand, note that the equivalences between (a), (b), and (c) are in fact not new in the scalar setting and were proved rather recently in [7] (for q = 1) and was used in [7] to characterize the two scalar weighted boundedness of paraproducts and commutators with general CZOs. Further, note that the proof in [7] largely relies on the scalar weighted John Nirenberg theorem from [15] in conjunction with the fact that if w, u ∈ A p are scalar weights and ν = w
Moreover, (a) clearly reduces to the ordinary BMO condition in the one scalar weighted case, and thus conditions (b) and (c) are not needed to prove one scalar weighted norm inequalities for paraproducts and commutators (which is most likely why conditions like (b) and (c) in the one scalar weighted case have not appeared in the literature before [7] .) Now checking the proof carefully, it is easy to see that Theorem 1.3 extends word for word to the case when a C n valued function f is replaced by an M n (C) valued function B, and this leads to a very natural result when viewed from the point of view of commutators (at least for q = p). In particular, in the last section we will show the following result (which follows from some simple ideas in [12] ) Proposition 1.4. Let K : R d \{0} → C be not identically zero, be homogenous of degree −d, have mean zero over the unit sphere ∂B d , and satisfy K ∈ C ∞ (∂B d ) (so in particular K could be any of the Riesz kernels). If T is the (convolution) CZO associated to K, B is a locally integral M n (C) valued function, and W is a matrix A p weight then
implies that both (1.7) and (1.8) are true (for q = p, and f replaced by B).
Interestingly, Theorem 1.3 (for q = p) in the scalar case, which says that
is a special case of the two weight boundedness characterization of commutators with Riesz transforms in [7] (which first appeared in [1] in the special case of the Hilbert transform) when one of the weights is the constant 1.
In fact, well after this paper was written, the author proved general two matrix weighted results in the preprint [11] (when both are matrix A p weights) similar to the results in [7] that extend and unify Theorem 1.3 and Proposition 1.4. While we will refer the interested reader to [11] for these results, we will only mention that the following equivalency to the conditions defining BMO p W was proved in [11] Proposition 1.5. If 1 < p < ∞ and W is a matrix A p weights then the following are equivalent:
Note that we have in fact proven that (modulo Theorem 1.1) if A is a constant matrix, then we have f → A f is bounded on L p (W ) when W is a matrix A p weight if and only if (1.6) (defined with respect to cubes) is true. As was mentioned earlier, (1.6) is a necessary condition easily obtained via testing functions. On the other hand, it is easy to prove sufficiency without recourse to the Riesz transforms. In particular, clearly (for W not necessarily A p and A not necessarily constant)
} is a nested sequence of cubes whose intersection is {u} and 1 < p ≤ 2 then the matrix A p condition and the Lebesgue differentiation theorem gives us that
On the other hand if p > 2 then one can repeat these arguments by estimating W
p ′ in a similar manner. We end this introduction with two comments and an application of Theorem 1.3. First, while applications of Theorem 1.1 most likely apply to cases when T is apriori bounded on L 2 (that is, when T is a "CZO" in the traditional sense), there is no great difficulty in proving Theorem 1.1 in our level of generality. Second, while this will not be needed in the rest of the paper, it is very easy to show (and rather curious) that B, B * ∈ BMO p W implies that B ∈ BMO, which will be proved at the end of the third section.
Finally, notice that Theorem 1.3 has an intriguing application to the Hilbert transform and matrix weighted BMO that complements the scalar results in [15] . Namely, let W be a matrix A p weight that satisfies the B 2,p condition defined by sup I⊆R I is an interval
Also, as in [15] let H be the slightly modified Hilbert transform defined by
(so that H f is well defined when f is locally integrable.) Proposition 1.6. If W is a matrix A p weight satisfying the B 2,p condition, then for any f where W
To prove Proposition 1.6 one only has to slightly modify the proof argument for necessity in Theorem [15] , it is known then that 
Sufficiency
We now follow the notation of [9] closely. From now on let D 0 be the standard dyadic lattice. By assumption, for any ω ∈ Z {0, 1}
d we have that π ω T 1 and (π ω T * 1 )
* are both bounded on L p (W ) (with operator norms independent of ω) where the paraproducts are with respect to the dyadic lattice D ω := D 0+ ω (see [9] for definitions). Thus, if
* then Theorem 1.1 will follow if we can prove that
d is with respect to the standard product measure.)
While other choices of "good" and "bad" cubes can probably be made, we will follow the definition from [17] . In particular, we will say a cube I ∈ D ω is bad if there exists J ∈ D ω such that ℓ(J) ≥ 2 r ℓ(I) and
and we will say that I ∈ D ω is good if it is not bad. As is shown in [9] , we can fix r > 0 such that π bad = P({ω : I+ω is bad }) < 1 (in fact, the above probability is independent of I ∈ D 0 . Now let D be any dyadic lattice, let W be a matrix A p weight, and let T = T − π T 1 − π * T * 1 where the paraproducts are with respect to D. Also let T I,J for fixed ε, ε ′ ∈ Sig d be the matrix defined by
(where for notational convenience we do not omit the subscript "L 2 when denoting the bilinear form T defines on S) and define T I,J similarly. Furthermore let
and we will also let T Proof. Throughout the proof (and the rest of the paper) we will define T f for a "nice" scalar function f to be the matrix (T f ) ij = T (f e j ), e i C n and we similarly define T f and T I 0 f . Note that many of the estimates needed for this proof are by now well known, so we will omit some details. As in [9] I,J for (I, J) in each of these sets in a manner that is similar to the arguments in [9] . Also by a simple and straightforward computation we have (see [9] , p. 13 for example).
As for (I, J) ∈ Ω near , the "goodness" of I tells us that ℓ(I) ≤ ℓ(J) < 2 r ℓ(I). Thus, we can estimate T To finish the proof, we estimate T I 0 I,J when (I, J) ∈ Ω in . By a straight forward computation using the definition of T on L ∞ we have that " T I 0 1 = 0" in the sense that
ℓ(J) and I ⊆ J I ⊆ J. Thus, we have
Now if ℓ(I) ≤ ℓ(J) ≤ 2 r ℓ(I) then by the size and cancellation estimates we have 
) which completes the proof.
We now prove the following "surgical" lemma which is similar to Proposition 3.5 in [9] but exploits independence more. Note here that smaller{I, J} is I when ℓ(I) ≤ ℓ(J) and J otherwise.
we have
where T ω I,J is defined as T I,J with respect to D ω (and where implicitly the first sum is also taken over all ε, ε ′ ∈ Sig d .)
To prove this, however, we will first need the following result.
Lemma 2.3. If W and T ω are defined as above, then T ω extends to a bounded operator on L 2 with operator norm independent of ω.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the dyadic proof of the classical "T1" theorem proved in [4] , and we therefore only indicate where changes are needed. Suppose that f and g have finite Haar expansions with respect to D ω so that (after again suppressing the summations over
By symmetry we can assume ℓ(I) ≤ ℓ(J), and as in [4] we outline the needed estimates for three cases (where γ is as before):
1−γ where the P i 's are the sons of J,
γ ℓ(J) 1−γ and I J.
Now if B = T 1 and B = T * 1 then by definition
where h I (Q) is the constant value of h I on Q I. We now look at (I, J) ∈ (1). Since ℓ(I) ≤ ℓ(J) we have that I ⊆ J or I ∩ J = ∅. Now by (2.3) and the fact that
where the last inequality follows from the standard estimates involving the weak boundedness property, the size condition of K, and the cancellation condition of K. Thus, arguing as in [4] , p. 8 gives us that
However, if (I, J) ∈ (2) then (2.3) gives us that T ω I,J = T I,J , so arguing as in [4] , p. 11 (via using the cancellation condition on K) gives us that
Finally we handle the case (I, J) ∈ (3). Now if
then the definition of B = T * 1 allows one to easily check (since " T ω 1 = 0" in the sense of (2.2)) that
(which formally is trivial since
However, we can estimate both of these terms via the cancellation condition for K to get that (see [4] , p. 15)
Proof of Lemma 2.2: First, by Lemma 2.3 we have that T ω extends boundedly from span{h
For the rest of the proof we will fix ε and ε ′ and for the sake of notational ease write h I = h ε I and h J = h ε ′ J . One can then at the end sum up over all ε, ε ′ ∈ Sig d . Now, as explained in [9] , the badness of I+ω only depends on ω j for 2 −j ≥ ℓ(I) whereas I+ω by definition itself depends on 2 −j < ℓ(I). Furthermore,
In other words, we have that 1 good (I+ω) and
are independent random variables. Thus, by independence and the uniform L 2 boundedness of each T ω on L 2 ∩L p (W ) (which justifies both the Haar expansions and the interchange of expectations and summations) we have
.
Now if ℓ(I) > ℓ(J) then again independence allows us to conclude that
so that
However, arguing as before but not utilizing independence we have that
Repeating these arguments almost word for word gives us that n j,k=1 ℓ(J)<ℓ(I)
which obviously then completes the proof.
As is discussed in [16] , an immediate consequence of (1.4) and Khintchine's inequaliy is that for any f ∈ L p (W ) we have
As in [16] , note that (2.4) will be much more useful for us in this section than is (1.4), though we will need (1.4) in the other two sections.
We can now prove Theorem 1.1
Proof of Theorem 1.1 : By Lemma 2.2 we need to prove
independent of D (where T is defined as in Lemma 2.1.)
To that end we first assume that ℓ(I) ≤ ℓ(J). If 
(where from now on we assume I is good in appropriate sums and again we suppress the summation over all ε, ε ′ ∈ Sig d when convenient). Now let
and similarly define g k . It is then enough to show that
However, (2.4) exactly tells us that
Thus, it is enough to show that
for any C n valued functions F and G defined on
, which means that it is enough to show that
Now if s ∈ I ∈ D k+r and t ∈ J ∈ D k and ρ I,J is defined by
where
We now proceed in a manner similar to that in [20] , p. 13 − 14. By standard arguments for estimating Poisson-type kernels, we clearly have 2
where B ∞ (s, R) denotes the ball (i.e. cube) of radius R with center s in the ℓ ∞ norm on R d . However, it is not hard to show that
where in general
for m ∈ Z. In particular, if P is the uniform probability distribution on [0, 1) d , then it is straight forward to see that
Combining these estimates, we arrive at
Plugging (2.6) into (2.5) and letting T tells us that we need to show (uniformly in j and u) that
uniformly in u and j, where I k+r s is the unique I ∈ D k+r containing s and J k t is defined similarly. However, we can estimate 
C).
Thus, it is enough to show (uniformly) that
or again utilizing "shift operators," it is enough to show that
To finally finish the proof, we clearly need to show that A u,m is bounded on L p ℓ 2 uniformly in u and m, where
However, this is exactly the content of the proof of Lemma 14.2 in [16] (more precisely, the authors in fact prove that A u,m is bounded on L p ℓ 2 uniformly in u and m in order to obtain a slightly different result.) 
which completes the proof.
Necessity
To prove necessity we will need the stopping time from [10, 12] . In particular, assume that W is a matrix A p weight. For any cube I ∈ D and some fixed λ 1 , λ 2 > 0 (that will be specified later,) let J (I) be the collection of maximal J ∈ D(I) such that [10, 12] ). While we will not need it, it is interesting to notice that Lemma 3.1 in [23] easily implies that this conclusion is true when W is a matrix A p,∞ weight (see [23] for the definition).
We will now use this stopping time to prove the following matrix weighted John-Nirenberg lemma which, as was mentioned in the introduction, will be crucial for the proof of necessity. 
However, by Theorem 1.3 in [12] we have that B ∈ BMO 
Clearly by Hölder's inequality we can assume that 1 < q ≤ 2. Note
Ap , so that for fixed I ∈ D,
However by (3.2) we have that
We can now finally prove
Note that by duality it is enough to show that T 1 ∈ BMO p W when W be a matrix A p weight and T is a (W, p)-CZO that is bounded on L p (W ).
Proof. By the reverse Hölder's inequality we can pick (and fix) ǫ ′ such that
Let ǫ > 0, which will be determined momentarily and let p ǫ = p + ǫ. Combined with Lemma 3.1, the following lemma will complete the proof of necessity. Now for any dyadic grid D and I, Q ∈ D with Q ⊆ I we have by (1.3) and the fact that T is bounded on L p (W ) that
Then by (1.4), Lemma 3.1, and (unweighted) dyadic Littlewood Paley theory, our definition of T 1 ∈ L p (W ) tells that it is enough to prove that
for i = 0, 1. Let us denote these two supremums by (1) and (2). We first estimate (1) as follows. Fix some vector e ∈ C n . Then by (unweighted) duality with respect to the measure dm I = |I| −1 1 I (x) dx and the linearity of T
where p
For the first term notice that a standard A p weight argument with easy modifications in the matrix case shows that |V I * e| |V I e| which means that the first term is bounded independent of I.
As for the second term, let q ǫ = 1+ǫ 1+ǫ−ǫp ′ so if q ′ ǫ is the conjugate exponent of q ǫ then we have that
Thus, Hölder's inequality gives us that
Picking ǫ > 0 small enough so that
in conjunction with the reverse Hölder inequality gives us that
Finally estimating (2) is easy, since by assumption V I K(x, y)V
satisfies the standard CZ kernel estimates uniformly with respect to I. Thus, we have that (2) is finite with constant independent of I which completes the proof.
We will end this section with the proof that B, B * ∈ BMO p W implies that B ∈ BMO. In particular, using the fact that the trace and matrix norms are equivalent, we have
when W is a matrix A p weight (see [12] ).
Matrix weighted John-Nirenberg theorem
We will now prove Theorem 1.3. To shorten the proof, we will first prove the following lemma which is elementary yet interesting in its own right. 
Then if W is a matrix A p weight and B is any locally integrable M n (C) valued function, we have that
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the "matrix weighted Carleson embedding theorem" in [12] . We will show that 
However, it is easy to see that
Ap by using some simple ideas from [6] (see [12] ).
We can now prove Theorem 1.3. Now for any cube Q = Q(x 0 , r) of side length r and center x 0 , let y 0 = x 0 − rz 1 and Q ′ = Q(y 0 , r) so that x ∈ Q and y ∈ Q ′ implies that 
